
Overview Hybrid Service Delivery Models and Key Considerations

Put people at the centre of what we
do

As we work toward a hybrid model, where we
create accessible, flexible and more choices for
clients to access the services that they need,
our clients must be at the center of our
solutions, our innovations and iterations. This
isn't new. When I started in the sector, this is
what I was taught from a popular education
perspective of how to start creating anything
new. Start with our clients and communities.
This is the spiral model of popular education
and participatory community engagement.
Everything we did centered on the client, or it wasn't done. So as you can see, here, we start
with the experience and the knowledge of the participants, we identify patterns, and we build
from there. Ultimately, we make sure that we are iterating and changing as we go and from
what we're learning. And through it all, as you see in the middle we are challenging power
relations, we are challenging the issues of equity and inclusion, disconnect and divides in
our society.

Nowadays, it looks like this. And we use different language, right? It's very much a sort of
corporate language.

But at its core, customers/clients/communities are in the centre. They're really the same
kinds of processes.

Questions to ask yourself: Who are you serving? What do you know about their digital
habits, information seeking practices, communication preferences, access to devices,
language they prefer to communicate in?

What it means to be digital, hybrid/blended

Nethope, an organization that supports international humanitarian organizations in their
digital transformation has created a model for the digital nonprofit that looks at six core
areas, people, processes, technology, data, investment, and readiness. If we look at their
categories, in our context, some specifics emerge where we are and should be focusing.



This is just my own half baked take on their model and how it might apply to our sector. So
take it with a grain of salt. We can start to see not only what our priorities might be but where
our digital approaches can fit. So at the core, at the centre, is client centric data, creating a
seamless client settlement experience journey. When we think about people, we're talking
about professional development in our context, building a competencies framework for our
work, including knowledge mobilization and transfer. When we're looking at process, we're
talking about digital, and data maturity and risk frameworks. Frameworks we can not
only build on but learn from, borrow, customize and implement in our sector. Technology, in
our case, needs to be tempered with digital inclusion and equity. This needs to align with
our sector values of access, anti oppression and inclusion. When we're thinking about
readiness, this is where we're talking about those baselines in hybrid service delivery,
where we have a common minimum standard or floor of infrastructure and competencies
that no agency and no individual should fall below. We can certainly exceed those baselines,
and should strive to, but at their core, we all have access to be able to build those baselines.
When it comes to investment, I like to use what Allen Broadbent from the Maytree foundation
called the three I’s of immigrant integration, intentionality, instruments and investments.
We need to be strategic, we need to be intentional about what we're doing. We need to have
the right instruments, tactics, or technologies in order to address what we’re being intentional
about. And we need investments in those instruments and in that strategy in order to make it
happen. Data is key to all of that. In this model, I'm putting it at the center, labelled as Client.
It's really being client centric, fully understanding our clients and communities, in order to
create that seamless client settlement journey.



Questions to ask yourself: Where is your organization on the digital journey? How digitally
literate is your staff? What and how do you communicate with the people and communities
you serve?

Resources:

From Silos to Solutions: Toward Sustainable and Equitable Hybrid Service Delivery in the
Immigrant & Refugee-Serving Sector in Canada (2021)
https://km4s.ca/publication/from-silos-to-solutions-toward-sustainable-and-equitable-hybrid-s
ervice-delivery-in-the-immigrant-refugee-serving-sector-in-canada/

COVID & Canada’s Settlement Sector: Report (2020)
https://km4s.ca/publication/covid-canadas-settlement-sector-report-2020/

The Future of Settlement isn't Just Digital. It's Collaborative and Seamless
https://km4s.ca/2021/03/the-future-of-settlement-isnt-just-digital-its-collaborative-and-seamle
ss/

Using Digital Messaging to Support Newcomer Communities - A Toolkit for Individuals and
Organizations
https://km4s.ca/good-idea/using-digital-messaging-to-support-newcomer-communities-a-tool
kit-for-individuals-and-organizations/

Refugee 613's Digital Messaging Summit - session recordings
https://km4s.ca/2021/09/refugee-613s-digital-messaging-summit-session-recordings/
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